May 2021

Greenland news
Peter, Katharina, Joël, Cora & Leni de Graaf

Dear brother and sister,
There is so much news to tell that I
am not sure where to start. We are
very excited about what God is doing
among us.
In January we started using the new
building “House of Peace”. We have
Sunday services there and the Bible
school. Thinka meets with a group of
girls, and occasionally with friends
of Joël. Finally, we also have a place
to facilitate personal counseling
and we have an office outside of
our livingroom. We experience how
having our own facility gives us more
peace of mind and also enriches our
own spiritual life, so that He can live
even more through us. In short, the
“House of Peace” is a tremendous
blessing to us and the work we can
do among the people here.

THE POWER OF God

(Peter) We know that the kingdom of God is not only in words but also in power.
A transformed life is a living letter for others to read. This happens in steps and
can only be done through the power of God’s Spirit. I am reminded of a young
man who has been coming for a long time. He is struggling and we know that
our fight is not against people of flesh and blood, but against evil spirits in the
heavenly realms. And God’s time had come for this young man. In Bible school
he was touched by God’s Word and came for prayer. He said, “I have great
difficulty believing that I will ever live in the light. I always believe that that will
never be possible for me and that I must continue to live in the darkness ”. As
I prayed for him, a spirit began to speak through him and shouted out its name,
“Judas! Judas!” Remember how the Lord asked for the name of a spirit and it
answered “Legion!”? And now here in Tasiilaq, the spirit said through this young
man that he was giving him doubt. When I ordered this spirit to leave, he did not
want to, but had to submit to the name of Jesus. After this deliverance, 3 more
people were visibly delivered. We praise God for these deliverances. The young
man told me a few days later that he hardly has any negative thoughts anymore
and that he can sleep peacefully. He explained he had prayed to “Judas” a few
years ago. Will you pray for further growth?
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SUNDAY SERVICES

(Peter) One Sunday evening a girl of 14 years old
was brought to us in the “House of Peace”. Since
birth she spoke in a very soft voice. She could only
whisper. Knowing that Jesus also healed deafmute people, she came together with 4 others. One
of them was a 18-year-old boy who had severe
eczema all over his body for over a year. After I
told them about what Jesus did for us at the cross,
we prayed for them. The boy experienced how heat
flooded his whole body. He was visibly amazed by
it. A week later the eczema in his face was gone
and his body has also started to recover! The power
of God to transform our lives is a great gift from
God, without which I wouldn’t know how we could
ever bear fruit here. During this conversation, the
girl accepted Jesus Christ as her Lord and Savior.
The young man came to me after the next Bible
school and said, “I want to become a Christian, just
like you are.”
A few days later we heard that the girl, who had
traveled back to her village, has started to speak
out loud! We called her and I heard her speak
normally. That was unthinkable! Her parents are
very happy and of course the girl herself is too. We
rejoice in these kinds of miracles from the Lord and
really hope we can pass this joy on to you as well!
We have decided to have Sundayservices every
week until the end of May, rather than every other
week. To give you an idea: we now get together

with about 15-20 adults plus just as many children.
Recently, we have gone into more dept in learning
about what it means that Jesus lives in us. It is
a life that overcomes and that will be tested and
tried. He grows in us by meditating in the Word
of God. Outside of Him there is stagnation and
relapse into sinful patterns, which we also see a
lot unfortunately. Thank you for the times you have
prayed for us. Please keep reminding us in prayer.
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CHILDREN

(Thinka) Since we can use the “House of Peace”, there is much
more space for our own house to be a home and welcome
children there. I experience how God opens my eyes to the
hardship that children grow up in. My heart brakes to see all
the disfunctional circumstances in which so many children
here live every day. Through several seminars, I was able to
follow online, I understand more and more what this does to
them as children, especially during their developmental years.
Now that we no longer have structural work activities at home,
I experience a lot more space to have children visit almost
every day, let them stay for dinner and one of Joëls friends
has started staying over night more often. When you know
their situation, you just want to take them into your arms and
care for them. I notice that this is something that God has put
in my heart in the last few months and I am curious how He
will work it out further.

GIRLS NIGHT

(Thinka) I started these evenings a year ago with
the idea of teaching the teenage girls of families that
belong to the congregation about faith and building a
relationship with them through fun activities. We started
enthusiastically together with someone else who could
also translate. By now, it looks a bit different than I had
expected: none of the girls I had in mind is coming any
more (however, there are 10 other girls coming, who
have been taken with by someone in the last months)
and I now do the evenings alone and without translation.
You can imagine that it has put me through quite some
frustration: promises that are not kept, preparations that
turned out to be useless due to missing translation and
an enormous language barrier that makes it difficult for
me to make contact with the anyways uncommunicative
girls. It is sad to see the teenage girls of the families that
have been involved with God for some time, get into
the problems of alcohol, abuse, suicide attempts and the
like. I began to wonder if my efforts are of any use at
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all. And in all these frustrations I still taste every time
that this is exactly the way that God wants to go. It is
often a paradox for me, but I experience God’s guidance
to simply be there, without any expectations, without
being able to achieve anything myself. Just being there
- sometimes that is a hard thing to do. What are we then
doing during these girls nights? Baking cake, drinking
hot chocolate, doing crafts - but mostly playing games.
And actually it also gives me more freedom and peace.
Because I don’t have to think about “the right theme for
tonight to have maximum impact on the girls’ lives” ...
It is sometimes too quick a conclusion to say that God
must have another plan when something takes more
energy than it yields. I have learned that it is precisely
the frustration points that God has specifically arranged
for me like they are to break me and thus achieve His
purpose in me. When I embrace that, I can become a
flow of life for others.
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FamilY NEws
(Thinka) I have discovered that most of the
foreigners who live here are winter lovers. However,
we are more looking forward to the summer! But
there is still a lot of snow and ice to melt away
before the boats can enter the water. We hope to be
able to make some more trips by boat, now that we
are staying here all summer. The kids are sad that
we cannot travel. But they also do look forward to
spending several nights in a tent somewhere in the
wildernis. Leni has almost grown over her afternoon
nap, so that gives some flexibility for nature trips.
Cora would really like to already go to school this
summer, like most of her friends. She has a hard
time going to daycare and prefers to just stay at
home - “then I can learn how to work later” - was
her argument. For Joël we hope to be able to build
a small bedroom of his own by seperating a part of
the living room. Until then he sneaky takes all of his
sisters’ cuddly toys into his own bed while they are
already sleeping… It just seems wonderful to him to
have a bed full of these soft toys. If you would like
to give him a nice surprise for his birthday (25.07),
you could send him a stuffed animal. ;)

The house of Peace

PlanS FOR THe summer

(Peter) Unfortunately, we cannot travel to Europe this summer,
because Greenland is still holding its borders closed. We had
foreseen that a bit, but it is also a disappointment. On the other
hand, we can make good use of the time to put the finishing touch
to the missionhouse. A covered entrance still has to be built and the
house has to be painted from the outside. We hope to get help with
this from a timberman friend from the westcoast, who also helped
build the foundation. Hopefully his wife (a professional painter) and
children will also be able to come along.

A warm greeting from Greenland,
Peter and Thinka
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